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THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM PLANAR MONOCRYSTAU,INE TUNGSTEN 

Sheldon Ira Schreiner 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, of 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 

University of CaJifornia, 
Berkeley, California 

.1\BSTRACT 

A rthermionic diode and a vacuum system to test it •·Jere constructed 
'.:·· 

to investigate the bare work function of (110) and (111) planar mono-

crystalline tungsten. The collector was •· ( 100) monocrystalline copper 

held at constant temperature. The worl-; function for ( 110) tune;sten 

was found to be 5.22±0.01 V over the temperature range 2163 to 1697°K. 

For (111) tungst·en the work functiof was found to be 4. 71~±0.15 V over 

the range 2237 to 20l3°K. At lower temperatures effects attributed to 

adsorption on,.the (111) surface were observed. The (100) copper work 

. function was found to be 4. 07 and 4. 43 V for the two runs made but neither 

value is representative of a truly bare (clean) surface. The system 

-10 9 pres'sure throughout the runs varied from 5Xl0 to 8x10- torr • 

. -···. 
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I. · INTRODUCTION _.--

Thermionic emission is· the ph~nomenon associated with <the impnrtine; 

of sufficient thermal energy to some electrons in a metal cath'ode- to 

enable them to overcome retarding forces at the surface of the metal and.· 

.thus be emitted. A thermionic emission diode is formed by collecting 

the electrons on an anode. 

The thermionic parameter of importance is the bare work function •. 

·.It is the energy difference an electron experiences in going ;from the 

Fermi level in a metal to a po$ition at rest in field free space.; It is 

· important to realize that the work function is dependent upon the surface 

properties ~swell as.the interior properties of the lattice. 
. . . . . ' 

·I investigated the bare work function of (110) and (111) s_ine;le- . 

• • t ·. crystal tungsten emitting surfaces, . using a temperature ~controlled ( 100) 
.·.·. · ... : . 

.. . single-crystai copper collector. A lot of work_ has been done on single . 

>:·:~::<: ;·-; crystal···wire and hemispherical crystalsl-7 but very little has b~en done_ 

·- .: ; ·_ -: . .-~-'_: onplana.r crystals• 8:9. My experi~ents ~ere motivated, in. part, by ~-
·, ._,'. . 10 
· · .'certainties arising from the work of Koenig · on single-crystal tungsten 

. . 

··-:·.: 

-·. 
'•I ,;· ,·· 

emitters with a polycry~tal copper collect?r• Aside from determining 
:·. l •••• 

... ·;;. ;. the respective single~crystal bare work functions· of tune;sten and. 
·.· l 

._ .. 

/ ,. 

copper, I hoped that these experiments will better explain thermioni'c 
·r.· .' ... 

__ emission observed when-the collector is maintained at a constant tempera

.. ture. This should allow_ us to dec;i.de what effects. are due to a chance 
.. ,_.. '- .,, ' . 
. :: _ ., .· . ·:in emitter work ~ction with temperature • 

. The theory neede<l to analyze :these exper~m_e!lts is presented in 

Chapter II •. Chapter-III describes ~he experimental setup ond the clecJ. 

trode preparation •.. _Chapter IV .describes the experimental procedure and 

·•·• >!.'·, •• : : .. :~;.; '' ' . : 
.. ~- .. . ·\ ,~··,·.: .·.·· 

',• 

•. •• t ., . "'!' 

.. ' ';. . . '. ~-
. -.~ 
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the circuitry employed.· The results are presented and discussed in 

Chapter V and the 
1

COnclusions given in Chapter VL The appendices con~ 

tain a,~ist of symbols and their definitions, a more complete d:i.scussion 

of the collector preparation, and a discussion of the THEPJ'vi code used in 

all data reduction. 

• 

. ·•. 

·, . 
' ' 
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II. TfiEO.RY 

The three regions of interest in a tlw:rrriionic diode are: the 

. emitting cathode, the interelectrooe gap, and the colJecting anode. Let 

us restrict our attention to them [lnd closeJy examine the phys~cs of 

thermionic emission diodes. He vii ll tl1en be in a position to see how a 

proper analysis of the experimental data will yield the desired parameters 

of interest. 

The process of thermionic emission from metals involves the relative 

positions of three electronic energy levels, namely, accordinG to the 

Sommerfeld model, the bo~tom of the conduction band, the Fermi level, 

and fr,~e space. The bottom of the conduction band, E , is defined as . c 

the lowe.st energy: that a free el~ctron can1 have in the metal. If we 

choose this energy revel as our reference, E = 0, then the energy level 
c 

of an electron at rest in the field free space is W, where W is the height 

' of the potential barrier at the surlj'ace of the metal. The Fermi level 

of the metal, F, is defined as the energy state, relative to the bottom 

of the conduction band, having a 50% probability .of occupancy. The work 

function, ¢, associated with a metal and its interface with free space 

is defined as the c~ange in energy that an electron experiences in going 

from the Fermi level in the metal to a position at rest in field free 

sp~ce{:, an infinite distance from the surface, that is 

e¢ = W - F, (l) 

where e is the charge on the electron and 10-7 meters constitutes an 

infinite distance. Because this distance is so small, the surface of the 

metal is often c~aracterized by a step change in a potential energy, or· 

t . d' h . F' J ll mo l ve, lagrnm as s own ln . 1g. . 



1'. 'It , . 
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• 
For crystalline solids, W and F are functions of tbe crystallographic 

orientation; so in order to define tlle worl\ function, one nmst specify 

the crystallographic orientation of the surfclCe through which the electron 

passes. In addition,· the work function is inn uenced strongly by the 

p:r:esence of adsorbed layers of foreign matt,er on the surface, so the ex.!. ·~ 

terit of surface contamination must be described also. 

An electron travelling from the emitter to the collector encounters 

a field due to all of the electrons in the space between the electrodes 

and the potential difference between the electrodes. If the electron 

density in this space is high enough, the current that reaches the collec-

tor v1ill be determined by these charges 
' 

,rather than by the •~orlc function 

and temperature of the emitter. Th~ current is then said to be limited 

by space. charge.'·., There are three ways to eliminate space charge: de

crease the gap size, apply an acceleratihg potential across the gap, or 

reduce,the currents tO'very small amounts. 
~: 

•I +' 

When the current is limited by space charge', the charges in the 

space increase the height of the potential barrier-surrounding the 

emitter which the electrons must cross in travelling to the collector. 

The smaller the gap between the electrodes, the smaller the distance 

the space charge has to build up in and thus the smaller the effect on 

sat~1rated emission. If an accelerating potential of sufficient strength 

is applied to the col!ector, the current is no longer Hmited by the 

charges in the space out is determined by the work functiort and tempera-

ture of the emitter. The current is then. said to be saturated or emission 

limited. l•f the accelerating potential is not strong enough, then v1e do 

not get ·saturated emission and vJe cannot maJ.:e any statements nbout the 

emitter par·ameten;. In pr13ct.i.ce, however, :it is possible to e.xtrapol.:lte 

• 

r.; 

i 
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the data to give the saturated emission situation. Ti1e sr.;u ller the effect 

of space charge, the more reliable the extrapolation. 

When assimilated by the collector, the electrons give up a binding 

energy e¢ in the metal (where cjJ is the worJ<: function of the collector 
c c 

metal) and a voltage V when they pass through an external load. 

Fundamental'tothe understanding of vacuum diode performance is the 

concept of the motive diagram put forward by Langmuir (see .Fig. l). The 

changes in potential energy of the electron depend on all the forces 

acting upon it. The motive diagram shows graphically the potential 

energy of an ~lectron as it goes from the interior of the emitter, through 

12 
the interelectrode gap, to the interior of the collector. Figure la 

corresponds to the retarded region where thos.e emitted electrons with 
I., 

I 1 

energy less- than V do not reach' t,he collector. In Fig. lb the electrons 
a 

have just enough energy for all of them to get to the collector, pro-

ducing a saturated current. Superimposed on the diagram is the retarded 

potenttal distribution (o)· the electron would have to overcome in the 

presence of ''space charge. And, in Fig. lc we have superimposed the 

· .. accelerating potential, V , measured with respect to the grounded 
a 

·, . 
. ~mitter onto Fig. lb to increas1 the electron collection by the anode 

and overcome space-charge effec~s. 

In Fig. 1, 5 - Space charge barrier 

¢~,¢c - Emitter and collector work function 

V
0 

- Contact potential voltage = ¢ - ¢ c e 

V - External voltage measured between electrodes 

V - Interelectrode voltage a 

F ,F 
e c 

Emitter and collector Fermi level 
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Fe cpe 

.. 
I 

.i 
. >{ v I 

Fe 

( a ) 

------- 8 ,.,- ' ------- ----
cpc 

I I 

(b) 

Va 

Fe ___ __._~-----~-
V 

( c ) 
. t 

MU B ·10639 

Fig. 1 • MOtive diagram. (a) Retarded region, V = V +V ; 
a o . 

(b) critical pol.nt, V = - V
0

; (c) saturated region, ,,. 

:v ~v-v. 
a o 
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We are now in a position to give a quantitative analysis of thermionic 

emission and to show how the various constants of .,interest are determined 

experimentally. First a plot is prepared in the manner shown in Fig. 2 

to record the logarithm of the current dens:ity, J, as a function of the 

applied voltage, V, for different values of the emitter temperature, Te·· 

Over many orders of magnitude of current density! this logari thir, will be 

a linear function of the applied voltage; this is the "retarded region". 

At a critical value of the applied voltage, V , this lineor plot joins 
0 

tangentially to a curve characte'ristic of the "saturated current region". 

In Fig. 2 we see how the current and voltage behave experimentally to 

correspond w·tth ,the physicS in Fig. l. 

From the slope of the line ip the retarded region the true electron 

temperatuie of the emitter j_s determined. This is true only in the 

absence of space charge and if both electrodes have uniform work func-

tions. The equation for this line is 

where 

J = J' exp(eV/kT), 
0 

J = current density 

(2) 

J '= saturated emission current density corresponding to 
0 ¢ ,:; ¢ 

e·· c 

V = measured voltage 

k = Boltzmann constant 

T = absolute temperature ·Of electrons 

I 

Any two points;; on the line will enable us to determine the electron 

temperature. Theoretically the electron temperature and t·he emitter 

temperature shouLd be equal, b1tt in practice the electron temperature is 
I 

greater. This difference·can be explained by Fig. 2. Any departure 
' . 
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Retarded 
1----l----- r Increasing 

Te 

Fig. 2 

~n A 

Saturated· 
region 

.' ·• .. J· 
·_·.n_ .. ( so) ~x.n ___ , 

" Te2· 
! 

Fig. 3 '' 

~n J s 

Fig. 4 

Jso ;r-:::::------:::::: , -........--
Experimental values 

Fa! 

MU 8·10640 

Fig. 2. Current-voltage. characteristics. 

, Fig. 3. Richardson plot. · 

Fig. 4. Schottky plot. 

~i 
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from ideal emiss:ion will result in a rounding of the curve at V . This 
·o 

will produce a more shallo-vr slope of the line in the retarded region and 

thus give rise to a greater electron temperature. This is exactly v1hat 

occurs in the presence of space charge. As mentioned earlier, it is 

possible to extrapolate the t'l-10 lines to their point of intersection, if 

the curve is '"rounded, and thus ca:;culate a theoretical V . 
0 

The above conclusion about the physical significance of. T Tequires 

one basic assumption -- constant collector 1wr1~: function. The v1orl: func-

tion can change from temperature variations of the collector or from 

" . 13-15 
collector surface heterogeneity. In our experiment the collector 

was ·cooled in order to maintain it at a constant temperature. 

I' 

We have shown that the bare work function -- i.e., emission from 

clean surfaces -- is quite different for different faces of a metal 

8 16 
crystal. ' Yet, in the foregoing discussion we have tacitly assumed 

that the emitting surface has a uniform work function, implying that 

only a single·crystal face is exposed on the electrode surface. Inn 

metallic crystal., the center of gravity of the electron cloud in each 

cell coincides with the atomic nucleus, and therefore the dipole moment 

of these cells is ~qual to zero. For cells at the surface of the metal, 
·,· 

I 

the situation is different. Here, the electron cloud is not symmetric 

with respect to the atomic nucleus; it extends tov1ards the exterior by 

a distance about equal to the difference in the atomic radii in a gas-

like state and in the crystal lattice. Therefore, each cell of the crystal 

has a dipole moment and all the surface celJ.s form a dmJble electric 

Jo.yer. The moment of a si.n[~le ccJ:l depend:> on the :;true: Lure of the 

boundary surface of the given crystal, and hence the moments of the 

double layers on tne· different faces of a single crystal are not identicaL 
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This accounts for the nonuniformity of the -vrorl~ function of a polycry-

stalline surface. Therefore, to ensure a uniform collector l·mrk function, 

~ single crystal of copper with a (100) orientation was ~sed for the 

collecting electrode. 

The critical condition at the knee of the curve corresponds to the 

situation in Fig. lb, which gives us the relation 

V =Cp -rj) 
o c · e 

( 3) 

This value of the voltage is known as tl1e contact potential. Knowing 

V and one of the work functions, -vre can di.rectly calculate the other. 
0 

The expression that relates the saturated emission· current dra1m 

from an emitting surface '.'lith the worl'-' fl)lnction and temperature is the 

Richardson-Dushman equation
14 

where J 
so 

J = A(l-r) T
2 

exp(-e¢ /kT ), 
so e e e 

' -2 
=saturated current density (amperes/em) at·zero 

applied field 

r = the average reflection coefftcient for electrons 
at the'emitter surface 

(4) 

A = Richardson constant = 
theoretically, 

120 amperes/cm
2

- °K, 

m = mass of electron 

h = Planck constant 

T =temperature of emitter (°K) 
e 

¢e =work function of em:i,tter (Volt-). 

The average reflection coefficient has been shown to be neglie;ibly 

small and is taken as zero. lj If \~e plot ;_~,( ,J 
00

{Te 2 ) a:3 a function of 

1/T , we get the Richerrlson plot 
e 

ln(J /T 
2

) 
so e 

ln(A) - e¢ /kT • 
e e 

(5) 

I 

1 
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The slope of this line is -e1J /1'- and the intercept with tiw ol·cinate axis. 
e 

is ln(A), as shown in Fig. 3. 

The Richardson-Dushman equation v.'as derived on the bas:: s of a :'.ero 

applied field, acondition not experimentally satisfied. Also, we cannot 

tell if the A we get from a Richardson plot is temperature dependent or 

not. A further discussion on evaluating A is given belm·r. 

Experimentally and theoretically it is found that the emission current 

increases with increa~ing field strength at the emitter. This effect, 

known as the Schottky effect, indicates that the work function of the 

cathode depends upon the surface field strength. This is caused by the 

electron in front of the surface being acted upon by its own electrical 

17 image ip the metal. 

It can be shown that the current in the presence of a small field, 

F·, is given b/7 
0 er;F: 

J = J exrf 2 V ~ 
s so ~\ kT (6) 

where F is the field and J is the emission current density for nonzero 
0 s 

field strength. Hence, plotting ln J
8 

versus ~F0 should give us a 

straight line whose intercept at F = 0 is J 
0 so This plot is lmmm as a 

Schottky plot as shown in Fig. 4. The Schottky effect is observed most 

clearly at relatively low temperatures because of the 1/T dependence of 

the exponent. The experimental points fall off at low fields due, to 

space charge and field inhomogeneities. 

Trierefore, in order to properly analyze our data to get cf>, vre d1ould 

first make a number of SchottJ.;y pJ ots for d:i f:ferent temperatures, determine 

,J . 
so for each plot by extrapolatinc to :~ero field, and then plot ln( ,J /'r 2 

)· so e 

versus 1/T • The value of A and r:jJ we p;et out of this plot vre will c.-:1U · e e ·-
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" 

However, we still have to take accoun't of temperature dependence on 

A d ,+, Th. . . b . s l l 18 . . Ran ~R· 1s 1s accompllshed y mak1ng a .he ton pot, 1t 1s essen-

tially a Richardson plot of ln(J/T 2 ) versus l/T for the collector work 
e e 

function, ¢ , made by plotting the data from the current-voltage character-., c 

istics of Fig. 2 in the retarded region for a constant applied voltage, 

i.e., a constant retarded potential barrier. Therefore, if the collector 

worl\: function is maintained at a constant temperature, a straight line 

* w·ill result where the intercept gives the true value of A de.noted by A • 

Note, though, that this is true only when the Boltzmann temperature cal-

cU:lated from, the 1:slope of the reta:r:ded, J;'egion equals the temperature of 
. I · I : ' 

the emitter, determined by the pyrometer. 

I * Fina:Jily, 'w·e can now· take A from the Shelton plot, and J from the 
so 

Schot~ky plot, .arid recalculate ¢e from the Richardson equation. What we· 

I}ow· get is the "true work function" for the emitter. By t~is is meant 

the work function that corresponds with our definition in Eq. (l). If. 

it. agrees with ¢R then w·e know· ¢R is tempe;rature independent; if it 

differs then we know· ¢R is temperature dependent and we can calculate 

this dependence to first order by assuming the first two terms in a 

Taylor ser.ies expansion. 

Experimentally, it is known that the dependence of the work function 

upon temperature is very small. This allm·rs us to express it in the 

simplest way, assuming a linear dependence of the form· 

wpere 

,+, = ¢ + a(T - T ), 
~e eo e o (9) 

¢e = the temperature-dependent emitter vrork function 

the emitter v1ork function at the temperature of 
reference T 

0 .•. 
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a: = d¢ /dT is the temperature dependence of ¢ 
e e e 

T ·= the emitter temperature. 
e 

PUtting Eq. (9) into Richardson's equation i~e can •1rite 

J =A_ exp(-e¢ /kT), so -R eo 

* * .where~= A exp(-ea:/k), A is knOim from the Shelton plot, and vre 

have taken T = 0°K. Thus we see that from the initial Richardson 
0 

(10) 

equation w-e could not determine the true Hichardson constant and emitter 

work function because of possible temperature dependence. The ¢R we 

calculated was really ¢ . eo 

Since experimenters are having trouble getting the Richardson A, a 

. I 2 o 2 convention has been taking hold o~ putting A equal to 120 amperes em - K 
.: ' 
. I . 

intb the Richards<m equa.tion and calcula!ting a work .function at eo.ch 
-~ 

temperature. Ths work function is then called the "effective work func-

t. If n. 
J.on' '~-' e ff.· 

In summary, then, w-e (a) draW" the current-voltage characteristics 

in order to get the true electron temperature and the contact potential, 

(b) draw· a Schottky plot to get the saturated current density at zero 

applied field, (c) draw· a Shelton plot to get the true value of the 

Richardson constant and the collector work function, (d) using the Richard-

son constant frorn •the Shelton plot and the saturated current density from 

the Schottky plot we can then get the true emitter work function from the 

Richardson equation and finally (e) assumiqg a linear temperature dependence 

for the emitter work function we can calculpte its tempernture dependence. 

to firnt order. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ELECTRODE ·"PREPARATION 
) 

we1 built a vacuum system in which to conduct the experiments• It . 

is mounted on a movable instrumentation stand. The diode, resting on a 

stainless steel support stand inside the bell jar, is positioned so that 

the gap between the electrodes can be view·ed from two ports positioned 

90° apart. 

The vacuum system pictured in Figs. 5 and 6 is made ·of 3/16-inch-

thick stainless steel. The bell jar is 12 inches in diameter and 15 

inches hig;h. Below the main flanges is another 4 inches and then the 

chamber is pinched to a neck 10 inche!S high. This is welded to a section 

6 inches in.diameter.and 3 inches high which, in turn, is mated to an 
I i I 

Ultex 1100 liters/?e'c Vacion pump. At the top of the beJ_l jar is a Varian 
) 

nude ion gauge and a l-l/2 inch viewing port. Attached to the bell jar 

are two 6-inch diameter blanl{ed-off access ports, 90° apart, and two 

4-inch view·ing ports, also 90° apart. All ports have metal-to-metal seals. 

Below·, around the circumference of the bell jar, are four high-power l.ekds, 

two water leads, and two multiple-pinned feedthroughs. In the 10-inch 

diameter section is located, horizontally, a Varian titaniUm sublimation 

pu1np ·rat,ed at 3000 liters/ sec, and a roughing port closed off with a 

high-vacuum metal-to-metal valve l-inch i:q.·diameter and made by GranvLlle

Philiips. on:· the low·-vacuum side of the valve are two Viton-0-ring.., 

sealed ball valves. One leads to the ini~ial roughing system, which in 

our. case was the house vacuum system, and the other to a Varian Sorption 

pump chilled· in liquid nitrogen. 

The whole h~gh-vacuum part of the system i'las baked out at 400° C for 

about 3 days. Ultimate pressure vrithout the sublimation pump was 

I" ., 

.. ., 
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' 1
11 

Bakeable metal valve 

Ti sublimation J&-....---........1 
1

11 Ball 
valve 

filament 
1-: 
I• 

Thermocouple 
gauge 

Vac- ion pump 
To house 

vacuum line 

Fig. 5. Schematic of vacuum system. 

Sorption 
pump 
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·.'.~~{;;~~lo- 10 torr. With the subl:i.mation pump the pressure ;ras less than 

·'·: '.\'' .. >:-11 
' ?X-10 torr, the lm-rer limit of the ion gauge. TI1ese values are for the 

vacuum system without the diode. 

Also picturedin Fig. 6 is the micro-optical pyrometer used to deter-
.. ,· 

mine t'he emitter temperature. It \·;as calibrated against a secondary 

s.tandard of the National Bureeu of Standa~ds. Readings 1vere also tal\.en 

with and without 'the ivindov! in place to ~etermine a correction for it. 

The composiy,e calibration curve giving true temperatures from brightness 

readings is shown in Fig. 7. 

The diode was supported on a pedestal inside the bell jar. A 

schematic of the diode is shown in Fig. 8. Above the fHament is a 

' 
tantalum cup with the tungsten crystal brazed ontb it. Above are the 

. ! ' . ' . 

t I l ' I 

copper crystals brazed onto their respective mounti.ngs. Tne guard l'ing 
I 

and collector are electrically insulated from one another and the lvhole 

collector assembly is water cooled, not shmvn, ·to maintain a constant 

temperature. Around the base of the tantalu:m cup is a ceramic pedestal 

for positioning the three tungsten heat shields. After cold d~termina-

tion of the electrode spacing, the ceramic is raised and the stainless 

' steel bloclcs positioned, also not shown. The gap is measured to 1-:i thin 

0.01 mm w·ith a Gaertner cathetometer. 

The single-Grystal collector and.guard ring were prepared from a (100) 

oriented copper rod rated as 99.9% pure from ·Semi Elements, Inc. 1'-lafers 

approximately 3/16-inch thick were cut off viith a Servomet spark cutter. 

The" faces w·ere then lapped flat and parallel, and x-ray pictures were 

tal~en to ensure the proper orient:'Jt:i.on.. The >·mfers vrere then chemically 

poJ_j_shed, a_nd fitl~lly electropo I :i :~l1cd. TheJ v:ere then .cut into their 

respective parts and vacuum brazed to tl1eir mountings in an auxil:ia:ry. ,, 
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ZN-5575 

Fig. 6. Thermionic emission diode and instrumentation 
stand. 
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Bd g htriess temperature { °C) 

"'u [l ·10641 

Fig. 7. Brightness temperature (as measure1l 'i·:ith pyrometer) 
versus true enLi. tter tempen:1ture, v1hi.ch contains 
calibration corrections for the 1:':{:-umeter and a 
correction for the Pyrex \·rindovJ ·.through which the 
emi tte.r v1:u; observed. 

.~ 
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Fig. 8. Schematic of the thermionic diode 
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vacuum system, using nicusil 3 as the braze alloy. The final x-ray 

picture of the copper ( 100) crystal is sho-vm in Fig. 9. For fuTther 

details s.ee Appendix B. 

The (llO) and (lll) tun,;sten emitt.ers used in ti1is ex}Jerin:ent · ... 'el·e 

. prepared by Daniel Koenir;. Ti1e foJJ.m.;:;.ng is a brief description of their 

preparatio'n. For more details :3ce :Reference 10. 

Both the (110) and (111) crystals 1vere cut from rpu,":hly cylindTiC31 

single-crystal stocJ.:; 5/8 to 3/l~ in. in diameter and several inches long, 

oriented with the ( 110) direction v;jthin 3 o of the ~od axis. The crystal 

stodc w~s ma:nufacturecl by Linde Co., Crystal Products Division. 

A l-in. sect.ion of the stoc}; crystal 1ms ground on a lathe to a final 

diameter of 0.524 in. All subsequent cutting of the crystal, including 
.. 

•:; 
i :! 

drilling the blackbody hole, vias done under l<:.erosene 1vith. the sparl~ 

cutter to minimize surface deformations. Several v1afers of each orienta

tibn were cut and then ground opticAlly flat on a precision ceramic l~pping 
! 

wheel with a suspension of Al
2

0_ pm1der in oil. The faces of each ·wafer 
) 

· .1vere made parallel to •·rithin O.OOOl in. One face of the 'ivofers '\vas 

electropolished f5:r 20 to 30 nrinutes, 1·1hich '\•ras sufficient to remove 

several mils of metaL~ . Great care vias t.:1ken to rna inta in the i:'latnes.s 

of the crystal face being electropolished. To thi.s end, ;;{ .polycry:::;tallinc 

tungsten annulus acting as a guard ring v1as cemented around the vlafer. 

This procedure results in a very l·lell polished, flat su:cface, althouch 

not optically flat. The surface has an "orange-peel" fhLi.sh character.:. 

;Lstic of the electropolishing process. The crystals then v1ere brazed 

to thej.r tantolum support by ir.~;crt.:: nr: ::. 2~ t.:J !f-nd l tl1ick molybdenu:n . 

/·. 

. . 
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ZN-5576 

Fig. 9. Laue p a ttern of ( 100) copper single crystal. 



.. , 

·')" 
- ~.-c. -

surface deformations which somc U .rr:es o.::ci.;:rred du rin{::: ~)ro::in3. 

The orientation of the crystals was mea sured a~d adjusted at 

various stages of the process descr i bed &.bove. Tne o r::.c nt:.:t'c io:> of the 

crystal lattice relative to the sur~ac e r.or~nal \·:as mc[,:;n:·e•i by t:,t;\~ : :, .~ 

x-ray Laue patterns. Figures ~ . Ci :md lJ. sl1oH the L.:me p~~ ;~ t.~ rns of t!10 

(llO) and (ll.l) emitter::;, r espective ly ta:<en normal to t:;ci l' SLi i' fo.ce just 

prior to their insertion in tb" dioci.e. For both, the surface normals 

lie within less than 1° o f the desired lattice orientation . 

I : 

.. 
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ZN-5577 

Fig. 10. Laue pattern of ( 110) tungsten single crystal. 
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ZN-5578 

Fig. 11. Laue pattern of ( 111) tungsten single crystal. 
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Dl. EXPERIMEN'"TAI, PROCEDURS A.NiJ CIRCUITRY 

·Prior to the actual data ;.·un, the emitter was brought up to full pO\ver 

(appr()ximately l960°C) and allmred to outgas for one bom·. This resulted 

in a base pressure in the system or abou.t )XlO -lO torr. The \v·ater coolant 

was not run at this time to allmr the collector and guard 1·ing to heG.t up 

to 250°C and 300°C, respectively. 

All electronics viere left on overnight to stG.bilize. For the actual 

run the emitter vras brought up to full poHer, o.r;ain vii th no cool.::..nt flO\<linc;. 

The coolant was then turned on and wwiecl during the entire run to maintain 

the collector temperature const<·Jnt to within 30° C. At full povier the press

ure rose to approximately 8xl0-9 torr.". Data Has tal<:en as the emitter tem

perature was .lowered. At each setting the temperature was allowed to ,. . 

I ~ ! 

stabilize :for 25 minutes. Gap thicimess, emitter temperature, system 

pressure, and tl)ermocouple readinGs of various parts of the s;,rstem \vere 

taken, i.e., collector and guard ring. Current-voltage r't::adings l·rere taken 
I 

and at the end of the run the emitter temperature was again tal<:en. 'l'he 

·emitter was then lowered to the next temperature and the procedure repeated. 

Before and after the entire run a zero-power-leakae;e current check was 

made to correct all the data for leakage currents. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the electronics consisted of three po'lrer supplies, 

a digital voltmeter, a precision resistor switching box, and an amplifier 

unit: 

; A power supply, NJE model CR-36-20, heated the filamer.t to 10.5 amperes 

'• at .. 7.1 Volts. The filament heated up the emitter by electron bomlxJ.rdmc;nt. 

Tbe NJl': was couplecl to a R•~cn.trnn po\·rer :oupply, mod cl No. 20\JB, Hhich \·I D.:> 

used as an accelerating voJ.t,·c,c~,~ bct>·.'c'en tho f:l.lament and t}E· gcr:~unclcd 

emitter. At full pm.;or the pmrcr ::.:upp1y 1mt out. 600 V and. r:.pproxirn.-;.tely 
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290 mA .(depending on the gap betl·reen the ·filament and the tantalwn suppor:t 

cup for the emitter). The third pm-rer supply, a program.:1.ble RcL;a.tron, 

model 235AMK, supplied a·potential between the emitter and collector. 

A digital voltmeter (Dana model 5603)) was used for reading the 

voltages across the diode; it i.s accurate to O.Olyb. The current was 

calculated by reading the voltage across precision resistors accurate to 

o.o"jfo. 

The collec:tor and guard ring were maintained at the sarne potential 

by a separate amplifier which sensed the voltage difference betHe~n the 

guard ring and collector and kept this difference to less than 500 fJ,V. 

A schema-tic of the circuit is shovm i11 'Fig. 12. 
' 

,,.) ·, 

~. : 

. ... 
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.------J Vc R >----~ 

(a) 

X I amplifier 

I I 

I 600lJ , 600.ro AI 
j Po~er supply 

9:- X I out 

X 10 amplifier 

X 10 out 
9kn 

~------~-----------4----~------------------~-4Common 

de power 
supply 

(b) 

Fie. 12 Schematic of l~) n~ter position3; (b) the 
electronic circui.t 

600-v ,600mA de 
variable 

power supply 

= 

MU B ·10964 
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V. PRESENTATION ANn DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A set of vacuum current-voltage curves was obtained for the, ( llO) and 

the ( 111) crystallographic orientations of tungsten. E:ach set of data 

'consisted of I-V curves taken as the emitter temperature wn.s lowered from 

its maximum value. For illustration we include here the lo~ I-V curve for 

the (110) crystal at an emitter temperature of 2060°K. Fi~ure 13 shows 

the data for the entire voltage ranr;c, -5 to 50 Volts. Figure 14 i::; an 

expanded plot of the. -5 to l Volt range . 

Several features of these curves are indicative of all the data ob

tained. They are the deviations of the data points from the lines drawn 

in the retarded potential region, the slope of this line, the position of 

the saturation line relative to the data points, the sharpness of the 

transition (the knee) relative to the data points, and the shift of the 

contact potential with temperature. 

For large negative voltages the currents appear to be greater thah 

they :really are because the noise level of the instruments was 10-9 A. 

The instrument noise is probably due to leakage current between the· guard 

ring an~ the coll~ctor through the operational amplifier. In calculatin~ 

the slope of the retarded region ili., 'particular, and all calculations in 

general, we used the THERM code, discussed in Appendix c. In the retarded 

region, we did a least-squares analysis over the straight portion of the 

curves above the region where the noise level could have any effect. For 

the high-temperature runs where the currents were orders of·magnitude 

greater than the noise level, the least-squares ana·lysis encompassed 

nearly all of the retarded region • 

. From the slope of the lines in the retarded region, the theoretical 

·electron tcmp~ro.turen were el_llculatcd. Itt ~J l ct·\!Teo .thr.y ·w~ re. grt-~n.ter ·• 
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, Fig. 13 (110) tungsten I-V curve for 2060°K. 
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Fig. 14 Expanded (110) tungsten I-V curve for 2060°K. 
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by 2 to 95°K for the (110) and 6j to ll5°K for the (111) than the experi-

mentally determined temperatures. These slopes were calculrt ted within 

o.'7fo for the (liO) and o.!~% for the (lll). We believe that this tempera-

ture difference is greater than any reasonable systematic error in the 

absolute values of the temperature measurements or in the measurements of 

currents and voltages. Two possible explanations can account for these 

differences. One is the nonuniformity of both the emitter and collector 

work functions. The second is the cooling effect accompanying thermionic 

. . f 'f f 14 emlsslon rom a un1 orm sur ace. Hence, we will be able to rely. only 

on the saturation currents to calculate the P .. mitter work function and 

Richardson constant A. The. Shelton plot is valid only when the tvro 

temperatures are equal and for these· runs is not applicable. 
I 

i 
Figure l5'is a Schottky plot for the above I-V curve. It more clearly 

shows the deviation of the data from a stra~ght line close to the knee. 

Aside from the drop-off of the data points at very low fields due to space 

charge and field inhomogeneities, the small variation at low fields re-

sembles Bragg reflection; is sensitive to exact surface, and remains un

explained.18 In drawing the saturation line on the Schottky plot, we made 

a least-squares'.analysis, using data far enough away from the knee to 

represent purely saturation effects. 

Space charge is·dependent on both the spacing of the interelectrode 

gap and the magnitude of the emission current. For very low temperature 

emission, the currents are very small but the gap size is greater. For 

very high temperature emission, the currents are very large but the gap 

size is smaller due to thermal expansion of the tantalum cup. For the 

two runs taken, the gap varied by 5 mils, being 4 mils at its snnllest 

point (the highest temperaturer.). The rmgnitude of the gaps is enough' 
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Fig. 15 (110) tungsten Schottky plot for 2060°K. 
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to· ·account for some rounding of the knees throughout the run. And Lhe 

other two competing effects explain the greater degree of rounding at 

both extremes of c~ission. 

For the. (110) crystal the :_;hift of the knee with temperature was not 

observed, within experimental acd1racy, as seen from Table I; however, 

for the (111) crystal the shift of the knee was more pronounced, ns seen 

in Table II. This is explainable by a temperature dependence of the ( 111) 

-4 -4 r work function of ~2><10 ± lxlO V K. This value was calculated from 

V = -V = -4> + 1> + cti' , by plotting V versus T and determining the 
o c eo e o e 

slope. Here a is on the order of the values quoted in the literature. 

19 4 Fine et al. quote a value of -l.l~xlO- vfK for the (110) orientatirm 

and comment that it is on the order of ±k, o.86xlo-
4 vfK, as predicted· 

by Herring and Nichols. 14 Though temperature dependences vary with 

crystallographic orientation, magnitudes are roughly the same. 
! 

The Richardson plots shown in Fig. 16 were con struct"ed with the 

saturated current densities found from the Schottky plot and the experi-

mentally determined temperatures~ The THERM code calculated ~ and ¢eo 

and their respective standard deviations. For the (110) data all points 

were used in the calculation, but for the (111) data the regions above and 

below the transition temperature were analyzed independently. The data 

are tabulated in Table III. Note that the standard. deviations were 

calculated on the basis of 1/{N-:-2), where N is the number of points and 

2 was the number of free parameters fitted. For small populations such 

.• 

as ours, this ratio yields fairly conservative estima.tes of the standard "' 

deviation. 

The (110) data were quite:: p;ood and ¢eo was calculated within 0.2'f., to 
. ') 2. 

be 5.219 ± 0.01 V; ~was r.alculatcd within f>4 to be 86 ± 7 ampcreo/cm<--
0 r. 
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Table I. Tungsten (110) work function calculated from Richardson 

equation with A= 120 A/cm2 -0~ and copper (100) work 

function ca1cu1~ted from the contact potential and ¢eff' 

Temperature (°K) ¢eff (v) -v (v) ¢c-"eff (V) 0 
' 

2163 5.28 1.21 4.07 

2113 5.28 1.21 4.07 

2060 5.28 1.20 4.08 

2006 5.28 1.21 4.07 

19~3 5.28 1.21 4.07 
,, 

1900 5-27 1.21 4.06 

1850 5.28 1.21 4.07 

1798 5.28 1.21 4.07 

1697 5.27 1.20 4.07 

\ 
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Table II. Tugnsten (111) work function calculated from Richardson 

equation with A= 120 A/cm2-°K2 and copper (100) work 

function calculated from the contact potential and ¢eff' 

Temperature (oK) ¢eff (v) -V (V) ¢c eff· (V) 0 ' . 

2237 !~. 61+ 0.20 4.41-t 

2155 4.62 0.20 4.42 

2114 4.63 0.21 4.42 

2061>~ 4.64 0.21 4.43 

2013 4.65 0.23 4.42 

. 196:? 4.69 0.27 4.42 

1918 
i 

4.73 4.43! 0.30 

1868 4.76 0.32 4.44 

1816 4.77 0.35 4.42 

1767~ 4.79 0.34 4.45 

1717 4. 79 0.35 4.44 

' 

:t._ 

;;, 
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Table III. Thermionic parameters calculated from TI1Eill1 code 

by means of Richardson plot. 

Crystal 
Orientation 

(110) 

(lll) above 
transition 

(lll) below 
transition 

As pointed out by Koenig;o 

¢ (V) 
eo 

5.219 ± 0.01 

4.74 ± 0.15 

5.28 + O.ll 

86 ± 7 

+'244 . 1 21 + - 114 

3262 ± 3262 

the error quoted for ¢ is reasonable beeo 

cause the evaluation of ¢ is practically independent of a systematic eo 

error in the measurement of T arising from uncertainties. in the effece 

tive emissivity of the hohlraum and the adsorptivity of the windows. It 

is also independent of a sys~ematic error in the current measurement 

that is directly proportional to the value of the current. On the other 

hand, the evaluatfon of ~ is very sensitive ·to these two types of errors.· 

However, the voltmeter and the precision resistors were well calibrated 

and any error in ~ resulting from a systematic error in the current 

measurement was small. For ~ a third possible error is the determination 

of the surface area of the collector. Since there is also a 10-mil gap 

between the collector and the guard ring, half the gap vms added to the 

collector area. 

For the (lll) run a transHion occurred at about 2000°K (Fig. 16). 

~~ ~'lri.r~ phenomenon ha[:; been reported by Kocnit;, J 
0 

8yi;n.ya:, 9 and Becker and 

I3randes
20 

and is attributed to adsorption on the tungsten emitter. The 
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most likely cause'is oxygen. Sytaya concluded that the threshold of oxygen 

adsorption on the (100) surface is 2100°K; that for the (110) surface about 

.f: 2000°K. However, according to Becker and Brandes, oxygen adsorption starts 

around 1600°K: for the (100) surface, and roughly 1800°K for both the (110) 

and the (111) surfaces. Although the magnitudes of the results from the 

two authors differs, the order of which surface will adsorb first is re-

versed. The important thing is that oxygen does adsorb onto tungsten and 

this adsorption does increase the work function~ In view of 'this, and 

following the example of Koenig, the (111) data were analyzed in two parts, 

with the high-temperature part above the transition yielding the pertinent 

(111) tungsten data. Table I shows the data for both regions; for the 

(111) crystal ¢eo was .calculated within 3.1% to be 4.74 ± 0.15 v.· and~-
+244 . I 2 0 2 . . .. 

within 114% to be 214 -114 amperes em - r for above the trans1tlon. 

The sensitive dependence of ~ on various factors is reflected in the 

uncertainty with which it was calculated. 

Finally, a Shelton p:{.ot was made (Fig. 17) with the calculations from 

the· THERM code. These values are given in Table IV. As can be seen, not 

only did the work function of the collector vary with greater negative 

* voltages, but the A values also changed quite radically, showing its 
\· 

sensitivity. Data for the (111) crystal are for above the transition 

temperature. The temperature dependence on ¢e could not be calculated 

* * from A and ~ because the proper A to use was not known. 

In Tables I and II the effective emitter work function, ¢eff' for 

both crystals are based ort the experimentally determined currents and an 

A of l;O amperes/cm2-0 ~. Also listed are the contact potentials and the 

effective collector work functions calculated from the given data. For 

these calculations the full range of values was·given for the (111) crystal. 
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Table IV. Thermionic parameters calculated from THER.lvl code by 

means of Shelton plot. 

-v (v) (111) ¢ (111) A 
-)(-

(110) (110) A * ¢c 
{-voits) c 

(amperes/cm2-°K2) (Volts) ( amperes/cm2-°K) 

0.2 4.25 47 -
0.3 4.23 43 

0.4 4.20 39 

0.5 4.18 35 

o.6 4.16· 32 

0.7 4.14 29 

0.8 i. 
~' : 

4.12 26 

1.0 ,4.08 22 

1.3 4.01 90 

1.4 3·99 15 

:1.6 3.89 46 

2.0 3.86 8 

Therise il)¢eff for the (111) crystal is indicative of a contaminated sur

f~ce and was expected in view of the above discussions. For. the (110) cry-
. ' 

sta~,. ¢ eff, remains essentially constant over the entire temperature range. 

As cah be seen, the ¢c·eff remained essentially constant for ~ach run. This 

' 
is due to the water cooling of the collector assembly. A possible explana-

tion why the ¢ ff of the (111) run is different than that for the (110) c, e 

is that the collector was not touched between runs arid thus started out 

with a different surface condition. The bare work function for (100) copper is 

5.61 V, as found by Underwood.in 1935. 21 
Our values are 4.07 and 4.43 V. 
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The difference in our values for the two runs is easily explained by 

surface contamination. It is interestin~, though, that the only refer~ 

ence on the work function of ( 100) copper found in the literature is 

Ref. ?l, and the measurement is photoelectric, not thermionic • 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The ( 110) tungsten bare work function was found to be 

5.219 ± O.OlV, 

with a corresponding .Richardson constant of 

86 I 
2 0 2 

± 7 amperes em - K • 

2. The (111) tungsten bare work function was found to be 

4.74 ± 0.15 v, 

with a corresponding Richardson constant of 

214 ± 244 amperes/cm2 -0~ 

apd a temperature dependence of 

-4 -4 r,. 
-2xlO ± lxlO v K. 

3. ! A bend· in the (111) Richardson plot. could be explained bY oxygen 
I i . o 

adsorption at a threshold temperature of about·2000 K. 

4. No temperature dependence or gaseous adsorption effects were observed 

on the (110) surface of tungsten. 

The work function of (100) copper was found to be 4.07 and 4.43 V, 

but neither value is felt to be the true bare work f'linction of (100) 

copper because of contamination of the collector surface. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Nomenclature 

Usage 

I 2 0 
theoretical Richardson constant = 120 amperes em - K 

Richardson constant calculated from Richardson plot 

true temperature-dependent A calculated from Shelton plot 

charge on electron 

Fermi level 

Fermi level in collector and emitter, respectively 

applied field at emitter surface 
I 

current density, 1 saturated current density, saturated 

current density at zero applied field 

Boltzmann constant 

average reflection coefficient for electrons at emitter 

temperature and emitter temperature in °K · 

externally applied, interelectrode voltage 

contact potential voltage = ~ - ~ '~'c '~'e 

height of potential barrier at surface of a metal 

· postulated temperature dependence of cf> = dcf> /dT 
e e·· e 

space charge barrier 

work function of collector, emitter, and emitter at 0°K1 

respectively 

effective work function of emitter and collector calculated 

I 
2 o_2 

on the basis of A = 120 amperes em - r 
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B. Preparation of Single-Crystal Copper Collector and Guard Ring 

The (100) oriented single crystal of copper, obtained from Semi-' 

Elements Inc., is rated as 99.g{o pure. It 
I 

the ( 100) rod 4 inches long, oriented with 
I 

comes in a l-inch diameter 

direction within 2° of the 

rod axis. A wafer 13/64-inch thick w~s cut off with a spark cutter 
i 

(Metals Research Ltd., Servomet) to minimize surface deformations. 1be 

wafer was then ground optically flat on a precision ceramic wheel with 

. a suspension of Al2o
3 

powder in oil. The wafer was washed in a Stoddard 
I 

solvent sonic bath to dis·iodge any suspension from the surface. An x-ray . r 

Laue pattern was taken and the orientation of the crystal lattice relative 

to the surface normal of the ground face determined to lie within 1° of 

the desired orientation. The rough side of the wafer was then ground 

parallel to the reverse face to within 0.0001 inch and the wafer reduced 

to a thicknes.f? of 0.170 inch. The wafer was again washed in the Stoddard 
'~~; -~}',jy 

solvent sonic~bath and then chem'ically polished for one minute in a solu-

tion of 1 part nitric acid, 1 pac~t acetic acid, and l part orthophosphori~ 

acid, leaving a flat reflecting finish. 

i 
One face of the wafer was electropolished for 30 minutes, which was 

sufficie~t to remove several miis of metal. Copper was used for the nega- · 

tive electrode. 
i 

The electropol$shing solution was at room temperature and 
~ ! ; 

consisted of 50 mls distilled w~ter, 100 mls orthophosphoric acid, and a 

-few drops of molasses. MolassesL' was found to aid in forming the surface 

·film on the w~fer face, thus retarding the current and producing a more 

uniform polish. Best results occurred for an applied voltage of 1.8 Volts 
·. . 2 

at a current. of about 0.19 amperes/em . ' This procedure resulted in a veey 
I 

<. ~ 

well polished., flat surface, although not optically flat. The surface ha<l· 
·,_;· 

an orange-peel type of finish characteristic of the .electropolishing pro~ess. 

~I ' 

" . 
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The 0.364-inch diameter collector crystal 1-1as then spark-cut out of 

the wafer with a circular brass cutting tool with a 30-mil wall. For the 

guard ring, the brass cutting tool consisted of two concentric 30-mil 

walls cutting out the guard ring to a 0.524-inch outside diameter and a 

0.384-inch inside diameter. This leaves a 10-mil gap between the collector 

and the guard ring. 

The crystals were then brazed to their respective OFHC copper mountings 

in an auxiliary vacuum system. The braze allow was nicusil 3 ( 71.15% Ag, 

28.10% Cu, 0.7r;;{o Ni), which has a melting point of 795°C. The melting 

point of the colle.ctor was visuaily noted. However, the temperature of 

the guard ring was monitored with a ther!l).ocouple to determine .whether or · 

not the nicusil had melted. The latter technique was necessitated by the 

desigri of the guart:l ring mounting as shown in Fig. 8. · 

Finally, the crystals were re-electropolished for 10 minutes each to 

compensate for the' dulling of the polish from the spark cutting and the 

brazing. 

A final Laue pattern was taken of the collector, Fig. 9, just before 

:·it was moupted in the diode to ensure that the data would correspond to 

the desired orientation. 

During the .bakeout of the entire .vacuum system, the collector tem

perature reached a high of about 290°C. During the actual run the emitter 

was brought up to full 'power and the collector temperature reached a high : 

of about 250°C, with no coolant flowing through the collector assembly • 

Comparabie readings for the guard ring were '325° C and 300° C. That these 
·' ' '· · temperatures, however, are not nearly high enough to clean off the collec- · 

tor is shown by the collector work functioh calculated for the various 

emitters. To properly clean off the collector would have required our 

reaching temperatures comparable to the melting point of copper. 

,•,' . . ~: , . 
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C. TI-lERM Corle and Random Errors 

A computer code, written by Edna Williams (LRL), took thermionic 

emission data as input and printcrl out all essential thermionic con-

stants w'ith their respective standard deviations. The code was originally 

written for the IBM 7094, but has been converted for the CDC 6600. In its 

present form the code is knovm by TRERM 75. Provision is also made for 

having the data graphically shown by Cal-comp plotter. 

Input: 

Card 1: Number of Shelton plots to be made, up to 10. 

Car@ 2: Retarded region potentials used for Shelton plots. 

Card 3: Temperature of emitter, noise resistance, maximum and 
minimum voltage values used for plotting I-V curves, area 
of collectorj and number of vertical grid lines on I-V plot. 

Card 4: Minimum and maximum retarded region potentials for I-V plot, 
and minimum and maximum saturated region potentials for 
I-V,and Schottky plots. 

Card 5: Voltage across known resistor, voltage, and resistance. 

Card 4 specified the range of values needed to compute a least-squares 

analysis for the retarded region, the saturated region, and the Schottky 

plots. .• Card 3 sets down the vertical grid for the I-V plots. The program 
I 

sets the horizontal grid by decades of 10 ( ln plot) by reading the input 

and starting the plot one decade below the lowest value and one decade 

above ·the highest value. 

The :program then performs a least-squares analysis over the retarded re-

gion and computes the electron temperature from the slope along with its 

standard deviation. The program also does a least-squares fit for the sa,tura-
. . 'j . 

ted region and solves the two -:!alculated lir1es for the :intercept, V
0

, cmd an 



1 :;·; i 
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·accompanying deviation. The Schottky plot is then drawr. with the re-

spective calculated V , and a least-squares fit is made to it. The inter
a 

cept is then given, J , and an accompanying deviation. The respective so ,. 

J 's are then used to calculate a Richardson plot. A least-squares fit so 

is also made and the slope and intercept given with their deviations. 

Finally the program uses the computed retarded region curves to plot a 

Shelton: plot. A least-squares analysis here also gives the slope, ¢ , and c 

the intercept, A*, and their accompanying deviations. 

All standard deviations are done on the basis of 1/(N-M) where N is 

the number of points and M is the number of parameters fitted. In our 

·. case M was always equal to 2. Thus all random errors in the data, and 

thus in the calculations, were accounted for in every significant para-
' 

meter computed. 
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FIGURE CAP'riONS 

Fig. 1 Motive diagram: (a) retarded region, V ::' V + V ; (b) 
a o 

critical point, V == -V ; (c) saturated ree;ion, V = V - V . · o a o 
.~ 

Fig. 2 Current-voltage characteristics. (above). 

Fig. 3 Richardson plot. (middle). 

Fig. l+ Schottky plot. (belmv). 

Fig. 5 Schematic of vacuum system. 

Fig. 6 Thermionic emission diode and instrumentation stand. 

Fig. 7 Brightness temperature (as measured with pyrometer) versus 

true emitter temperature, vlhich contains calibraLion cc>rrec-

tions for the pyrometer 8J:d a correction for the Pyre.x 

w·indow through which the emitter \vas observed. 

Fig. 8 Schematic of the thermionic diode. 

Fig. 9 Laue pattern of (100) copper sj.ngle crystal. 

Fig. 10 Laue pattern of ( 110) tungsten iJ:tnc:Je cry::: taL 

Fig. l1 Laue pattern o:f (111) tungsten single crystaL 

Fig. 12 $c11ernatic of (a) meter positions· and (b) theelectronir~ 

circuit .. 

Fig. 13 (110) tungsten I-V curve for 2060°K. 

Fig. 14 Expanded (no) tungsten I-V curve for 2060°K. 

Fig. 15 (110) tungsten Schottky p.l ot for 2060°K, 

>: Fig. J.6 Richardson plots for (110) and ( 111) tungsten. 

Fig. 17 Shelton plots for ( 110) tungsten. 

"' 
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